
October 28th, 1999 
 
This just to remind you about the info-chat tonight about the aims and means of the ACC. 
Thanks to those who paid their fee! In addition to this, one request: we have two payments 
from Poland. One is Maciek, who is the other one? The transfer-receipt doesnt say!? 
Best wishes 
John 
 
 
COPY of previously sent invitation: 
 
" 
You would probably like to have some more information about the ACC. 
 
With this you are invited to an info-meeting about the ACC-project. 
The meeting takes place Thursday 28th of October, at 19.00 (Central European Time). 
 
At this meeting you are invited to put your questions directly to the board of  
the ACC. The board of the ACC consists of: 
 
Siebren de Boer (98) 
Laszlo Dani (deputy chairperson, 97-99), 
Conchi Gallego (secretary, 97), 
Linda Jakobsone (97-98), 
Josefine Listherby (97) 
Mjellma Mehmeti (98), 
Jesper Nielsen (treasurer, 99), 
John Petersen (chairperson, 97-98) 
Eva Valvo (98) 
 
This letter was sent to minority-course-participants of 1997, 1998 and 1999 plus a few 
more. 
 
Tecnique: 
Go to www.people.hojoster.dk 
Find the chat. 
When you are logging in you should NOT add a password. Just your name in the upper 
square. 
When you have finally the chat-page on your screen, please double-click one of the chat-
rooms in the upper right square (for example "room no.1"). 
It is a good idea to check the chat-script some time before the info-meeting to get familiar 
with the procedure and to check your own PC's abilities. 
 
It is also possible to put questions to the board at the debateforum: "Community Colleges", 
which can also be found at the www.people.hojoster.dk 
If you do have questions already now, you are very welcome to put them on the 
debateforum. Then the board has time to prepare the answers for the info-meeting. 
 



On behalf of the board of the ACC 
Jesper Nielsen and John Petersen 


